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Choosing 
to Care
A majority of graduates of the 

Isabella Graham Hart School of 
Practical Nursing have one thing in 

common: They were called to do this. 

by mary stone

Grant Taylor

Brianna Beckley, a 2018 graduate of 
the Isabella Graham Hart School of Practical Nursing
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B
rianna Beckley had severe 
migraines growing up, but her 
pediatrician never considered they 
might be a symptom of something 
else. Shortly before her high school 

graduation, she urged her mom to switch 
her to a primary care physician, who then 
promptly sent Beckley for an MRI (magnetic 
resonance imaging) scan.
 At the time, Beckley was busy preparing 
to go to Monroe Community College with the 
aim of becoming a social worker. That focus 
began to shift the day after her high school 
graduation, when Beckley got her MRI results: 
She had multiple sclerosis, an autoimmune 
disease in which the immune system attacks 
cells in the brain and spinal cord. 
 The diagnosis changed her perspective on 
the future, made her more outspoken, over-
hauled her daily lifestyle, but it also served to 
reveal her calling to become a nurse. Beckley, 
now 22, graduated from the Isabella Graham 
Hart School (IGH) of Practical Nursing in 
November 2018. 
  IGH is one of only three hospital-based 
LPN programs in New York state. Its location 
at the hospital, officials explain, expands the 
clinical training available to students with a 
larger breadth of disciplines than other schools 
can offer.
 Jennifer H.B. Simson, a 1993 gradu-
ate of IGH, is also the great- great- great-
granddaughter of Isabella Graham Hart. Hart 
started what would include six generations 
of service to the hospital spanning more than 
130 years, when in 1886 she was appointed to 
the Board of Lady Managers. (For many of its 
early years, the hospital was largely run by the 
Lady Managers.) 
 In her own life, Simson says she knew she 
wanted to be a nurse after a painful stay dur-
ing her youth in a California hospital. Because 
of a nurse’s extraordinary kindness there, Sim-

son chose to change paths. Originally, she was 
going to teach French, but decided a career 
easing people’s pain was more worthwhile. 
 “When you talk to the students at IGH, 
they all have these wonderful stories about 
how they did something else, and they changed 
professions,” Simson says. “These moving 
experiences that made them want to become  
a nurse.” 
  When Beckley had to advocate for an 
alternative treatment to her MS, she said it 
gave her a new understanding of a patient’s 
vulnerability. It made her reconsider her  
career path. 
 “Once I started to see that I can do it for 
myself, I thought, ‘Is social work really for me?’
 I’ve always been a people person and 
wanted to help, but I’m like if I can nurse 
myself back to some type of health, then I can 
help other people like me, especially now that 
I know what it feels like to be in the patient 
seat,” Beckley says.
  Beckley’s story is one among many others 
at IGH, where Simson says 80 to 90 students 
are enrolled each year. In 2017, Carol Clark 
was one of them. 
 For 38 years, Clark worked at Wegmans 
Foods Markets. She waited until her four sons 
were grown. As a mother to a special needs son, 
and wife to a liver transplant recipient, Clark 
spent many of those years at Wegmans caring 
for her family at home, as a nurse would. 
 “I always loved helping people; I’ve always 
been very caring towards people. There were 
a lot of health issues in my family. At the hos-
pital and at doctor’s appointments, I admired 
what the nurses did,” Clark says. “There were 
some good, really good nurses, and there were 
not so good examples.” 
 But it was her time as a patient that made 
Clark want to become a nurse. She remembers 
a good encounter during the difficult delivery 
of her now 35-year-old son.

 “I remember a nurse who was very at-
tentive to me back then and encouraging. Of 
course, that’s a long time ago, and it’s hard to 
remember,” Clark says. “What really made 
me decide to become a nurse was much later, 
when I had breast cancer.”
 It was early 2014, Clark had just had a 
mastectomy and TRAM flap surgery (a type of 
reconstruction that transfers tissue from other 
parts of the body).
 “I was in intensive care so they could 
make sure everything was working. I stayed at 
the hospital for five days. After I got diag-

nosed, everything just seemed to move so fast. 
Suddenly, I find myself sitting in the hospital; I 
started thinking too much. I got very anxious; 
the nurse came in to check on me. I told her 
it felt like my heart was racing. It was a really 
busy night, but she took the time to come in 
with the nurse’s aide to check my vitals of 
course, but she got me talking about my kids, 
her kids, everyday life, and it calmed me down. 
It made me admire her to take the time to care 
and do that.”
 Three years later in 2017, she left her 
corporate job at Wegmans helping employees 

and retirees enroll in insurance. Two weeks 
after her last day, she started school at IGH. 
She graduated a year later and now works in 
the office of a Unity Hospital primary care 
physician. 
 Beckley works full time at an allergy, 
immunology, and rheumatology office at Alex 
Park downtown. She is continuing her school-
ing, however. Two nights a week, she goes 
from work straight to class at Monroe Com-
munity College to help fulfill the prerequisite 
courses to become a registered nurse. 
  Staying focused on work and school keeps 

her mind off her fears.
 “I feel like nursing is like an outlet for me, 
because now I care for others. Of course, I care 
for myself, but that’s not what I’m thinking 
about 24/7. When I’m at work from 8:30 to 
5, all I’m thinking about is work. My MS and 
nursing have just like made me determined. 
 “I’m determined to get that master’s in 
R.N. This is just step one. I just tell myself, 
‘You do have MS. You never know what will 
happen, so you need to get this done!’”
  At first though, she was terrified.
 “I was really scared. I thought I was going 
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to die,” Beckley remembers of her diagnosis. 
“I’m like, ‘What is this?’ How did I even get 
something like this?’ I’m the first in my family 
ever, so I Googled it. I freaked out. I didn’t tell 
my mom until I could try to figure it out.”
Beckley was 18 by then and could sign her 
own release forms. She says for a little while 
she was in denial. A neurologist explained that 
her brain was covered in lesions, like that of 
a much older person. Beckley was put on an 
aggressive medication in the form of an infu-
sion for the next six months. The potential side 
effects included a form of brain cancer that 
scared Beckley from the start. To help ensure 
the cancer didn’t develop, her blood was tested 
before each infusion. 
 At the six-month mark, her blood results 
abruptly changed, indicating a higher cancer risk.
 Against the advice of her neurologist, 
Beckley stopped going for the infusion. She 
began doing her own research and found a less 
aggressive treatment to be injected at home 
every two days. Her neurologist eventually  
acquiesced to the change in treatment and 
wrote a prescription. 
 Being forced to advocate for herself, 
though discouraging at the time and frighten-
ing, was followed by some important revela-
tions. By standing up for herself, Beckley says 
she understood she wanted to be a nurse to 
advocate for others and comfort them in a way 
she felt was missing in her experience. Getting 
her diagnosis, she says, ultimately became 
a gift. Beckley not only had discovered her 
calling, but she overhauled her eating habits, 
exercise routine, her frame of mind to comple-
ment the effectiveness of her treatment.
 After the first six months, the MRI re-
vealed a new lesion, but it didn’t deter Beckley. 
It could have developed before her course of 

injections, she concluded. Six months later, her next scan showed no new 
lesions. Now, four years later, Beckley says her scans have never shown 
another new lesion, and her symptoms have decreased.
 With her diet changes, she lost 15 pounds, and her memory, which 
she struggled with throughout high school, has vastly improved. Before 
her treatment, she had trouble remembering even the code to her house 
alarm. She attributes the improvement in part to the anti-inflammatory 
diet she maintains, especially blueberries. 
 Her numbness and tingling now are gone. “I still get migraines, but 
they’re more controlled,” Beckley says. “In the beginning, I used to have 
migraines, maybe three out of the seven days of the week. Now, I’ll get 
one, maybe, once in a month.”
 The lesions Beckley does have are at the back of her skull and top of 
her spine. During the first treatment she was hospitalized twice for the pain 
emanating from those lesions; since the injections, she hasn’t been hospital-
ized at all, she says, and there have been no new effects from the MS. 
 “I know I was in a denial phase for a while. I got myself back to 
health, but I still ask (my doctors) to this day, “Are you sure I have MS, 
because I don’t think I do.”
 But there were moments during her training when she was abruptly 
reminded of her condition. 
 “People take a lot for granted. Like now just when I walk or exercise, 
I’m like, ‘I am really blessed, because some of these people are being 
pushed in a wheelchair,’” Beckley says. “Every nursing home that I went 
to for a rotation there was someone with MS.”
 She remembers on her second rotation one woman in particular, in 
her 50s, wheelchair-bound, non-verbal, incontinent. It scared Beckley to 
imagine herself that helpless one day. 
 “I closed the door because I know that you’re not supposed to 
self-disclose. But I had to. I said, ‘I have MS, too, so I understand what 
you’re going through.’ And just saying those little things to the lady, she 
teared up.”
 Beckley says she saw her hair was a mess. “I told her, ‘I’m going to help 
you with anything you need.’ I said, ‘How about I help you with this hair 
you got on your head?’”Beckley carefully combed and braided her hair. 
 The patient never knew she was helping her nurse. 
 Facing an uncertain future is scary, but Beckley says but facing 
it also makes her stronger for it. “I’ve grown so much in such a short 
period of time. I feel like a whole different person,” Beckley says.
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